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m s tm c t
A statement made in most texts on linear algebra is 
that a vector space has a basis* A fact that is not so 
commonly mentioned is that the additive Abelian group open 
which the vector space is constructed may also have a basis* 
this paper presents certain proofs of the statement that ait 
Abelian group has a basis under certain conditions placed 
upon the group.
three types of Abelian groups are considered* *><*tinite 
groups, finitely generated groups and Infinite groups*
In the finite case four proofs are given# the first is 
a fundamental inductive approach concerning the direct sum 
of cyclic subgroups* the other three proofs involve the 
elements of the group themselves*
For finitely generated groups two proofs are given* 
based upon a lemma and a theorem which are equivalent* In 
this case a group may either be finite or infinite#
A distinction is made among Infinite groups depending 
upon the periode of the elements of such groups* if is 
shown for certain of these distinctions that the Abelian 
group has. a basis* In connection-with this a proof Is given 
that an abstract vector space has a basis* this latter 
proof use© techniques found in other proofs of that chapter*
ON THE BASIS THEOREM FOR ABELIAN GROUPS
xmmtoxRtOR
It is generally stated in most texts of introductory 
vector analysis that a vector space ha© a basis* A .fact 
that is not so commonly mentioned in this connection is 
that the additive Abelian group upon which the vector space 
is constructed may also have a basis * Our purpose i© to 
present certain proofs of the statement that an Abelian 
group has a basis under certain conditions placed on the 
group*
Because of the convenience of notation and of the assoc- 
iation we are making with vector spaces, any group will be 
considered to be an additive group* We consider three 
type© of Abelian groups***’finite groups, finitely generated 
groups and infinite groups*
In the finite case four proof© are given.* The first 
shows that a finite Abelian group may fee written as the di­
rect sum of cyclic subgroups* The others are three different 
methods of.proving the basis theorem, a corollary to the 
first*
Per finitely generated Abelian groups we will give two 
proof© based upon a pair of lemmas which are equivalent*
And in addition to the cases for infinite groups a proof is 
given that an abstract vector space ha© a basis. This will 
foe related to our topic*
2
3Certain definitions will clarify ©ar previous discus*
a ion*
Definitions' Bsc order, of a finite gro*f* is the number 
of elements in the group » the order of an- infinite' group is 
aero *
Definition l If g is- an element of a group, then 
|t) l*g «* g 
<ii) (k * l)g * kg ♦ 9 *
Me refer to kg as a amitinla of g.
The reader will observe here that kg In additive nota-
I-
tion is equivalent to g in multiplicative notation* The 
latter is called a power of the' element g but we prefer to 
use -"multiple” instead of "power” in the additive notation#
By means of the above definition the following results 
are readily -established for elements of an Abelian group 0*
(i) If n is an. integer and g an: element of 0 then ng 
is an element of G*
(2 ) If m and n are integers and g an element of G, then
(m ♦ n|g » mg * ng 
and <mojg « m(ng).
(3) If m is an integer and g and h are elements of G, 
then m(g + h) w mg * mb#
For a proof of these statements the reader is referred to 
Blrkhoff and. Mac Lane [ 2~\ .
Definition *■ the period (or order) of am element 9 of a 
group is the smallest positive integer n such that 09 « O*
Definition.« A set of elements g ,^ g^, »•., . gn of a 
group 0  is called a set of generators of the group O if 
every element g of 0 can. be esgsressed as a linear combinat­
ion of g^, ***, g^i that is, there exist integers a^,
®2* **** am such that g ** a^g^ ♦ ag %  * +** ♦ an'%#
Defio.ltion 1 A group G is cyclic if it can be generated
by a single element*
By a cyclic group* then* we mean a group whose elements 
are all multiples of a single element and the order of a 
cyclic- group is the same as the period of its generator*.
Pefift.itIon 1 A group is said to be finitely generated 
if there is a finite set of generators for the group *
We are not* in position to define what is meant by a
basis of an Abelian group*.
Definitions A subset of elements B m 9g» ***»
of an Abelian group 0 is called a basis for 0 if the set B 
has the following properties!
(A) b is completes that is, the elements of S form a 
set of generators for 0*
(ii) the elements of B are Independent s that is* when-
ever mi %  * ma %  * *** * an9n 0
then it must follow that a^ s 0(mod where f| is the
period of the element g^ *
5A fact from group and number theory that is useful to 
us is if tg is the period of an element g of a group and if 
n is some positive integer such that ng as 0, then by ia^ 
grange'*© theorem tJ-n or n m O(mod t^}*
De.fini tion$ 'If G Is a group and H and K are subgroups 
of G then G is said to be the direct sum of H and Kf written 
G « M # if and only if
fij the elements of 0 can be caressed in a unique 
marines as the sum of an element of It and an element of K*
fix j H fl K - 0j where 0 is the identity element of G,
Since our work with direct sums will be mainly that of 
breaking a group down into direct summands, we have made our 
definition in this manner* However, if more generality were 
desired, one could begin with the group© H and E and define 
the group G to be the set of all ordered pairs (h, k) where 
h is in H and fe is in E* Prom this it can be proved that G 
has a subgroup H* isomorphic to H and a subgroup E* isomor­
phic to K, and that the subgroups Hf and &* obey the proper­
ties in the above definition, the identity of 6 in this 
case would be the ordered pair composed of the identity of H 
and the identity of K»
let us extend our definition of direct sum to a set of 
k subgroups G2, — » of G and write G = 0^ 0 G^ # *.** 
® °k if and only if each element in G is expressible as the 
sum of unique elements, one from each G^, and G^ Q  Gj « 0, 
for i r J*
In the following chafers the well known results of
0group theory and number theory are stated without proof*
p*r
Others staining to the content will be established*
Chapter %
r a w *  A m m m  m m m
As w 0  mentioned in the introduction in this chapter 
four proofs of the basis theorem for finite Abelian groups 
will foe given* Before beginning with these we first prove a 
theorem which is well known font necessary for our work* Our 
proof will foe along the lines of that give by Macfouffee [9] *
theorem .if if G is an Abelian group of order
at a*? a&g
n » px p2 " #
where px t pg* **■*# pk are distinct primes, then there exist 
subgroups tt| of 0 such that
G *  %  #  %  #  * * *  #  % ,
where the order of Mg is p^ *
Proof 1 The proof is contained in two lemmas*
foeimia...lt if G is a group of order nf and p is a prime 
dividing a* then there is an- element $ of G whose period is 
P*
Prooft bet the elements of G foe g^* g2, *,♦» g^ and
the corresponding periods foe t%9 ***f tn * Consider the
elements of G of the form
*>191 ♦ bass ♦ ••* ♦ bn3n (bi* °> 1» 2, ,,,, ti- 1).
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a
Obviously, each element can be represented at least once 
in this form, for if bg * 1 and the other » 0 we have
hin * b2®2 + • •* ♦ bn9n = bi 9i = 9i-
We show that each element of G can be represented the same 
number of times in this'form*
Suppose 0, the identity for G,. can be represented ex­
actly k times in this form* all of which are distinct. Add 
g to each of these representations for 0* this gives k re­
presentations of g which are all distinct* for., otherwise, if 
two are the same, adding ~g to these would give two represent­
ations for 0 which are identical and the number of represent­
ations for 0 would not be k. thu& if m is the number of 
distinct representations for g, m-k.
Mow add «*g to the m representations for g* Ibis gives 
us m distinct representations for 0. Hence m and we have 
m * k.
Since k is the number of representations of each element 
of o# the total number of representations of all elements of 
O is kn. But the total number of distinct ways of represent­
ing the elements of G is also given*by t t h u s ,  
titg.^t** » to*. //
Hence if pf'n, then p,| tjtg.. *tn ©o that there is a 
say such that p|t^* Let t^ » pe, then the element eg^ 
is of period p*
Lemma 21 If G is an Abelian group of order n and n » rs, 
where (rs©) « 1, then 0 *  H $ K  where H is of order r and
9consists of all elements whose periods divide r and K is of 
order s and consists of all elements whose periods divide s.
Proofs .Let H be the subset of all elements' hi, hg, . *., 
hu of G whose periods divide r and K the subset of all ele­
ments kj, k^, *.♦, kv of G whose periods -divide a* Mow since 
{r,s) « ls we have that fiflfC ® O; for, otherwise, if there is 
an. element g ^ O in Hfl K then g is in H and g is in E* Fur­
ther if t is the period of g then t|r and t|s which contra­
dicts the hypothesis that (r ,s) « 1,
Consider the period of teg + hj. If m is the leas# com­
mon multiple of the periods of teg and hj then the period of 
hi ♦ hj divides m* But r is a common multiple of the periods 
of hi and hj, hence m/r and hi * hj is in H* If ti is the 
period of then tj.h w O $0 0 « 38 *
■t^ hi » ti(-hi|*. Thus ti is also the period of -hi* Hence 
-hi is in H and H is a group* Similarly K is a group*
Since (r*$) ® 1 there are integers x and y such that 
rx * sy * t* Then if g is an element of G,
g ® (rx * syjg » (*x$9 ♦ (syjg*
Mow (sy )g is. of period dividing r since r(sy)g « (ny)g ® 0. 
Thus {sy)g is in H. Similarly (rx)g is in K, We have from' 
this that every element of G can be caressed as the sum of 
an element of H and an element of K.
Further, if g ® h£ > kj ■» hg * kffi then hj~hg » kj-im
which is in both H and K and so is O. Thus » hg and kj «
kra. This implies that G ** H & K.
We now show that u * r and v- ® s. Let p be a prime
jlo
dividing u. By Lemma 1, there is an element h of If whose 
period is p. Thus p| r. But (r5s) « 1 and so p\s* Hence u 
has no prime factor in common with s and ($*u) « 1* Like­
wise (r,v) = 1.
Since 0 » H # K» n « rs » uv so r |uv. But (r ?v) » 1. 
and* then* r| u . Also u|r .and we have r « u* In the same 
manner s ® v*
This completed the proof of our second lemma.
a1 a^ ak
Now if n « p^ p^ '-* * * p^ ' by making k~l applications
of Lemma 2 we have
0 » M1 # H2 # * # Hk>
a*
where each H is of order p^ x# Thus the theorem is proved*
In any proof we make throughout the remainder of this 
chapter we will assume that any finite Abelian group is of 
order a » pa* where p is a prime and a is a positive integer* 
The general case will follow from the above theorem.* Herein 
lies the value of this theorem, to us# Our theorems* however* 
will be stated for the general case*
The following theorem is often called the Fundamental 
Theorem for Abelian Groups* Various proofs for this may be 
found in the treatises of Miller, Blichfeldt and Dickson;
[jtq]; A* A, Albert [l]) H. J* Zaseenhaus; {jjT]; and C. C. 
M&eDuf fee * £$J • It will essentially be the latter proof that 
we shall use.
Theorem 2 < If G is an Abelian group of finite order*
then G is the direct sum of cyclic subgroups.
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Proof i By virtue of the proceeding theorem we need 
only consider the case where G is of order n * p®> where p 
is a prime and m a positive integer* tet ps be the highest 
period of any element of G* We use induction on &*
let s » 1 * then every element of G is of period p. let
0*1 be such an element. Either G is cyclic or there exist a
an element g2 not in the cyclic subgroup generated by g^.
Consider tfche p elements ♦ *29$ (ai> a2 - O, 1, ...,
p~l)* these elements are all distinct; otherwise there would 
be a relation xg^ w yg^, where (y,p) «*■ 1 . l*et z be the in­
verse under multiplication of y modulo p* then g » 
which puts g2 in G|.
If the p elements * ag§2 not exhaust G wep^d&k
%
 which is not of this form,# in the same manner the p3 ele* 
meats
*l9i * a2^ *2 * a303 (al* a2 ? ag — O, 1 , **.» p~ 1 )
are all distinct* Since the order of G is finite* by con­
tinuing in this fashion we will eventually exhaust G and will 
have the elements of G represented by
^1^1 ^ ^2^2 * * * * * >^al* a2* * * *» am ** G> 1* * * *» p^l|
all of which are distinct* further if a non-rero element of 
G belongs to G^ 0  Gj s for i / J* then there are integers 
and &.% such that « a^gg* which we have already shown to
be impossible, thus
G * G& ft G2 ft •*. ft <3fo,
where G^ is the cyclic subgroup generated by g^ *
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Now assume that the theorem holds for every finite Abe­
lian group H* where the highest period of its elements is 
pi-1!* In particular choose H to be the group consisting of 
the pth multiple of the elements of G*
(1)
H »  H1 ft Uz ft . ft Hr
where h* is a cyclic subgroup of order A .  tot b be the ge-
iterator of N- and let * pg^ where As in G* We note
m,
that the period of g4 is t* « p *p
Suppose that a relation
a1g1 ♦ a2g2 ♦ «* * * argr * ♦ b2g2 * ***■ * br9r
exists with some a^ ^ b^, Ihen we have
*1^1 * ^2% # * * * * xrgr * °*
for some between ft and t #^ If p for every A, Xj« py^# 
and
y ^  * y2ha * # * * * yrhr « 0*
r
which by (I) implies y^h^ * y2b2 41 * * * * yr^r As A  Hi*
r
Since 0 is a subgroup of H we have y^hj, y$*i$» * • • # yrbx 
are all An 0 H^f where /5( » ft* Ihus y^h^ » © (i « l, 2,
• • • •  r >* B u t some y i i s  b e tw e e n  ° a n d  p ff i l ‘ w h i c h  i s  i ^ o s 8 -
Able*
Hence* we assume some x^» say x^* is prime to p. Then
pCx^g^ ♦ k%®2 * *** * ^r9r> * t * * * ♦ xx^rm °
which is also impossible'by {%). since h^ is of order p1^ *
mThus » b^ for every 1* and
0 2  GI ft Ga ft * * * ft Gr = M,
where G> As cyclic and of order t^ *,
If G 3  M? there As an element k An ft which .is not in W* 
But pk * c is in If and so is -c* let
-e * yjhj + y2h2 *,.,«• yrhr * * y2g2 * ... * yr9ri
« pd where d is in M. Now
p^k ♦ 4) - pk 4 pd » c 4 (-c) w ft*
Since k is not- in *t and d is in M, k ♦ d y? ft so k 4 d ii 
■of period p* Also no multiple of k ♦ d less than the pth is 
in M* for then k 4 d would 'be in M and hence k also* Thus
k ♦ d generates a cyclic subgroup Gr+l of G such that
G => G^ ft ®z f t  * * * *  ♦  1 ® * 1 *
We continue this process until no -more elements lie out­
side the resulting and
0 w Gx G2 ft . . .  ft- Gr ft *.** ft  Gt + s ,
where each G^ is cyclic# This completes the proof of the
theorem*
Let us consider a direct result,of this theorem* Let G
be an Abelian, group* then by the theorem
G » %  ft G« ft * ** ft G. ,X *5 K
where each G- is cyclic and of order t^* Let be the ge­
nerator of G. * Hence the period of. gx .Is tx* Then* by the
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definition of direct sue, the set B = £Sl, g2, .... fores
a set of generators for the group G.
Suppose, for Integers a^, ***, that
a i %  *  a a 92 4  * # * *  *  ° *
Again, by definition of direct smut# for x f i $ » 0 so
K
Q t Bg » 0, which is a group* Hence * ^2% * * * * * ak %
M
w G implies ai % #a2 % #* * * ^  /=/%* thus &3#| f ,
akgk are all in H Q±f
where
a ^ g ^  0  ^1 ® 11 2 } * * * ,  k ^ • 
this last statement implies
| ^  fi ® i, 2, o«» k|
or, in other words.,
tj,= O (mod t^) {i » 1, 2, ***, k)*
therefore the set B »  ^g 9 g , * * *, g ? is a complete
1 2  k3
and independent subset of G which is the same as saying that 
the set B is a basis for-0, gluing the following corollary*
CorollaryI (to theorem 2)s Any Abelian group of finite
order has a basis*
this corollary is in fact the basis theorem for Abelian 
groups, but the proof was dependent upon Theorem 2* Our
is
next consideration. is to prove the basis theorem independent­
ly of theorem a*
In this approach we will have three different proofs ail 
of which are different from the straight*forward inductive 
proof given for theorem 2* these result from the three art*' 
ieles published by Jesse Douglas in the PROGSBDINOS OF THE 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE [4, 5, fij , the first of these 
is based on. a. constructive process analogous to the determin­
ation of a basis for a finitely generated vector space* The 
second uses a minimal condition on the periods of the ele­
ments of the group* The third is based on a maximal con­
dition on the order of the subgroups of .an Abelian group*
let us restate the above corollary as our next theorem*
Theorem „3t Any Abelian group of finite order has a 
basis*
.Proof ...1 La ]*
let a be a finite group of order pa, and let the ele­
ments of O be arranged in non-ascending order of their 
periods* In other words, if g^ is an element of <3, t^ is 
its corresponding period#
° * £%* #2* ***> *♦*# Sn }> 0 *
and
tl - %  - *** —  tn#
How consider those elements which, can not be generated 
by the one© following it moving from left to right over the 
elements of <3*
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Hie leading element can certainly- be generated by the 
ether elements of 0 (omitting ■the trivial-ease of .a cyclic 
group of order £$« Otherwise* the other a*i elements' would 
.form, a subgroup of 0? but if n >2, n~i does net divide n.
How let be written as ij|* thmn move systematically 
to the right in ©*■ placing a prime (1} over each element 'that 
can be generated by the elements which are at that time un~ 
printed* leave ungtimed any -element that cannot be so ge­
nerated*
theorem S then becomes
theorem^S♦It the unpriced elements form a basis for <3,
. aProof t. Since the order of cs is p 9 the period of 
each element g is a power of p.* say * p^* Hence
there escist unprimed elements* In particular* the eie* 
sient ga# where gm is the last element such that a « a^ will 
be unprimed* although there may be elements preceding gm 
which are unpriced# In case all the elements preceding g 
are primed* then the only elements that would generate gm 
are those of lower period* But these elements g form a group 
by themselves * since they are characterised by the condition 
rg » O* where x *# p****# therefore the elements g can never 
generate g .  which lies outside- their group*w
Separate the primed and unprimed elements* being care* 
ftil to preserve the relative position of the elements of 
each hind*
3L7
W r i t e
5  ~  9 g * * * ♦ #
for the unprimed., m d
f as £g*^* 9:2* * * * * ®3
for- the primed# Here the- elements have been renumbered so 
that the subscript indicates position among elements of its 
own kind, thus g^Ln •$ is not necessarily the same as g^ isi
But $ is a complete set of generators for 0«
Suppose not* then move fro© right to left in f, coming 
to the first element g* which cannot fee generated fey S* Horn* 
ever’ can be generated by S together with the elements of
t to the right of g|t for these wore the unprimed elements 
at the time me -came to gS as an element of 0* But the ele­
ment© of It to the right of g^ can fee generated fey S* since f 
fey assumption, g* is the first element of T counting from 
the right which cannot fee generated fey S* Hence can fee 
generated fey S*
this contradiction proves the completeness of B*
To complete the proof of the theorem, it must fee shown 
that the elements of S are- independent#
Again, suppose not* Then, without: lass of generality, 
a typical relationship- is
V l  + b3s3 * b6 %  * b7 %  * °
where
0 < b . ^ p a i , . . . »  0 < b 7 < p a 7 »
feet pr -denote the highest power of p that divides
is
bV  h3* b 6*  
then
* c3 %  + % %  * ^7% !  * 0
and at least one of e^ * e^t e^. Is not divisible by p* 
ear e^ * ^  write # e3 %  # eo %  # ^ 7% 82 fe* have
prh » 0, so that the period of Is is p® where $ — r*
Since p does mot divide o6, there exist two integers 
x and y such that
* « 6 *  m  *  1*
th e n
or
w £ %  #  #  %  *  ^ 7%  *■ *to*
therefore g^ » *xC|g^ * ^ 3 %  ** ^ 7%  * «&*
fhie egresses gfi as a $w* of multiples of other unpriced
f.*# together with am element h whose period is ps^  p 3^, Sot 
p* divides and by assumption 0 < b ^ < p a^* therefore 
Hence the period of h is less than that of g^* 
thus h, along with g^t g^ .# g^# was umprimed at the time 
we o w e  to g^ in our regular proceedure, precisely because of 
our agreement to arrange the elements of € in non*ascending
order of the periods* But then 9 should be primed according
to our rule of priming and leaving unprimedU
this contradiction establishes the Independence of $*
It
$mtI thus S forms a basis for 0*
If* at the out set y the elements of 0  had not been arr* 
anged in ascending order of periods* there would have been 
difficulty in proving the unprimed elements form a basis# 
this method of proof provides a means of determining the 
basis of a  finite abelian group*
Unlike the first proof the second will not be a purely 
constructive proof* In it is needed some knowledge about a 
system of generators of the Abelian group 0* lemma 1 shows 
that the elements ©f O themselves» in any order* foes a set 
of generators for the group* We will find a set of generate 
ora which satisfy a minimum condition* this set will* then* 
be a basis for 0#
Proof, 2 fs] i bet the order of 0 be n » pa* where p is 
a prime and a a positive' integer*
Pefinl.tloni the index of a set of generators
£ % f % f • *  
is the sum of the perlode of its elementst
Since the index is always a positive Integer* there ex**
ists at least one set of generators of minimum index* bet 
this set be
8  ** £ % f % # }  J 
where the period of is * theorem 3 becomes
mTheorem The set ot generators 8 » {%»
with minimum index of an abelian. group G forms a basis for 
G*
Jgggofi feet us begin by observing that none of the g*$ 
in B can be sero ; otherwise * the index: of B could fee do* 
creased by omitting any such elements and 8- would still fee a 
set of generators *
Since B is a set of generators of G* then 8 is complete* 
To establish the independence of Sf suppose that the re* 
lation
*%H * % %  # *'** * cmgm * °
exists with
ej ^  O (aod t£)
for at least one index J between 1 and m, Then
®J *  9J b  *  * 3 *  * 3 ’
where g^ and are integers.
Since t; <* 0t replace each c* fey its remainder modulo 
and obtain
% %  *  r 2 ga #  4  r j gg * » *  #  r » 3 m «  0
where
O ~ r„ ^  ^i 1 * 2£ m)«
Mow if G is of order pa* where p is a prime* there is a
highest power of p, say p s { s ^  0 } * which divides all of the
r*a. Then 8
ri * *'«i 52 %* 2> ***> ml:
21
and at least one e^, say is not divisible by p 
this gives.
rl9l * r2g2 * * ‘ ♦ rm9m ** PS(elgl ♦ e292 em% >  * °-
bet
<2> g3 a elgl * e2 %  * e3 %  + *•* + W
then
p% |  *  O
and therefore the period t3 of g3 divides ps.
In summary* t3 divides ps* which divides r^f which is 
less than t3; hence
*3 ^ *3*
How., by definition of period,
(3) t3g3 » O,
and since G is of order a * pa * is a power of p hat 
is not divisible by p| thus and are relatively prime* 
therefore integers x and y exist such that
xe3 ♦ yt3 * 1 and *»s$3 ♦ >^3%  ® g3
Writing from
xg| = xel9l ♦ xe2g2 ♦ x©3g3 * xe4g4* ... + x e ^
and from (3)
yt3g3 » yO ® O 
and adding we obtain
xg* • xSlgx ♦ xe2g2 + g3 + xe4g4 + ... *
22
Whence
%  • **»a°a * X93 “xe494 ' *** 'xe® V
Since 0* can. be expressed as a linear combination of
g,»g-,gl, s., g , we see that1 3  3  4  1
B  ®  £ % *  % *  % *  % *  **• *
/
is also a set of generators for G* But the index of B* is 
X = tj ♦ %z ■* t| * t4 ♦ ... ♦ tB
and, from above, the index of B is
*  35 %  *  %  *  %  *  * 4  % * * *  *' t m#
Therefore, by subtraction,
X * ** X 88 t j j  ■— f
and since tj* X* <  X*
Thus B does not have the minimal index postulated, and 
this contradiction completes the proof that B is a basis for
This proof also suggests a way to determine when a set 
of generators is a basis♦ If the index, of the particular 
set in question is less than or equal to the index of any
other set of generators then, by the proof, this set of ge­
nerators is a basis* Thds disadvantage of this case is that 
we are given no method of' determining the set of generators 
with minimum index*
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the third and final proof for the finite case is not a 
constructive proof hut a direct proof. This proof is based 
jgon a lemma which fives a certain set of subgroups whose 
orders are bounded by the order of the abelian group under 
consideration•
Proof, 3 [b] i
Again we will assume that the Abelian group G is of
A
pxiMm«pcm&x order, say n « p , p a prime# a is a positive in­
teger. 'The general- case will follow by ‘theorem 1*
Definition t A B-group is an Abelian group which has a 
b a s is .
Obviously* any Abelian group G has subgroups which are 
groups. In particular the cyclic subgroups of G are 0- 
groups . We prove the following I
theorem .3,3-1 the Abelian group O is itself a B~group,
Proof $ He shall write MCE. or K D H  when H is a proper 
subgroup of K, that is, ft is contained in ft# but U $ &»
Lemma 3* If II is a B-group and HCG, then there exists 
a B** group E in G such that Hdfc.
Proof i By hypothesis there is an element g of G such 
that g is not in H* But pr- g is in H if r is large enough. 
Per example* if p* is the period of g* then prg » O is in H. 
Let s > 0‘ be fixed so that ps -is the lowest power of p such
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them psg is in H* Then
Sp g * a*h. ♦ ♦ *»* * Si tr *
where the set [h*. h2, is a basis of H.
Since the identity of O is properly contained in any
cyclic subgroup of Q, the case where ft « [@ ] is trivial*
therefore assume that the basis hg$ *** hm| of II has
no zero elements* Write this basis in descending order of
the respective periods*
k k k
p *^  p 2 ^  i p  #,
this last expression is equivalent to
k. c* k ^  ,
X —  2 «*
and thus each period is a multiple of all the ones following 
if* From this we have that whenever dhr « oy then
<3hx + a =  d/,r + 2 85 * ^b, * °*
We consider two cases*
Case Is
.assume each coefficient in pSg » * aafeB * ** m
is divisible by p* Then a^ » pb^ for 1 w 1,2 .♦ * * ,a,
s*-1and write p(p g - bjh^  ~ bgh^ ** *** ~ b^ h^ ) » 0
Let
w ss ps*lg - bjh^ - b2h2 - ... - b ^ ,
then, firsts w is not in H; otherwise we would have ps~*g in 
M, contrary to the as sumption that ps was the lowest power of 
p such that psg is in H*
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From above» pw » O* From this it follows that if cw is
in H them cw w O. For if cw # o, p does not divide c; hence
xc * yp » 1 for certain integers x and y; therefore
w « {xc + yp)w » x(ew} * y(pw) » x(ew)« thus w is is* H con­
trary to what was established previously*
We now prove that the set
I**1*** h2, hm } 
is independent and therefore forms a basis for the group K 
which it generates*
Suppose
cw « c. h, * culu ♦ * * * t e h  » o x X is & m w
Then cw € H so that, by an earlier .result, cw » O; and if t 
is the period, of wt c s O {mod tJ* Thus we have
CX&1 * c2 h2 * *# * cm^m * ®
and since the hfs are independent*
c.si O(modf*0 (i c i,2» ,..,ra)
tC*|p' i the period of %t* This implies that the set
£w* h^ t h^* **** ^
is independent*
We have shown therefore that K has a basis # and is acc­
ordingly a B~group* But K contains a basis of H and there­
fore contains H itself* Also, the element w is in 1C but not 
in H* Thus H£1K«
Case, fix
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Let at least one coefficient in the expression.
p®g = a1h1 * a2h2 + ... «• amhm
be not divisible by p. .Let ar be the first such coefficient* 
Write-
p(ps’1s - i>ihi - *>2h2 ----  br-lbr-l* ® arhr + *•* * arohm
and let
B = p®-1^ - bjhj - b2h2 - ... -
Then w is not in H for otherwise p®“1g would be in H, con-
trafy to the definition of s#
Also, from above,
(5) pw = arhr + ... ♦
where p does not divide ar. Therefore there are .integers x 
and y such that
(6 ) xar + WP** * 1
■Here p r is the period of h , so that'
(7) « 0
Writing
xpw 2s xarhr ♦ . * * ♦ xa^h^ 
from (5) and 0 = ypkChr from <?>
and adding we have by (6 )
xpw * hr ♦ xar % x hr +**••*♦ xam^m*
It follows that the group K generated by
£hi*h2 9 ’ * * ’ hr*l* w* hr*l> **#» 1
includes h and therefore includes all of H* r
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But K also contains the element w which is not in Hy hence 
K3H,
It remains to prove that 1C is a B-group* this will re-, 
suit from showing that the generators
j* * . « .^#tf> > • * *•
of K are independent, and so form., a has is of &.,,
Suppose that
clhl * C2h2 +“ *+ Cr-lhr-l ♦ CW * V A n  +>*-* Cmhm * ®‘
Then ew is in. U and we have shown pw is in H. Hence p div­
ides c* written c « dpi otherwise xc ♦ yp » 1 for certain 
integers x and yf and w w (xc ♦ jip)w # x{cw) ♦ y(pw) which 
implies w is in H contrary to what we proved before*
Consequently, from |5),
(8) cw = dpw = darhr * «*ar+1hr+1 damhra.
Substituting this in the above expression one has
clhl ***** cr~i*V~l * c^r*l * ^ r * ! *****
icm ♦ da,,) hm * O
Thus, by the independence of the h*sf
da h «s o r r
kh
Further, as p hr » O,
,».... k r- • jrvdp h » O r
k
and using (6 ) (xar ♦ yp r « 1 ), we have
Hence by (4)
dh -« 86 . *. — dh — 0  r*l • m
which implies from (B} that
cw ** O
From the independence of the h*s* it follows that
e ^h^ 0  ^i — 1 , 3 f ♦ * * f r — 1. $ r ^*1 * • * * ^ m j| #
Fatting these together*, if t is the period of w*
tf c
and
or c ~ 0 (modt)
it *and "—~ ^  (mod p i*. ^ ;C.l **’ I#?** * * * , *»♦ *10,^#
Thus the elements
£ ^r^l1 * * *
are independent*
This completes the proof of the lemma*
let H be a B-group of maximum order which is contained 
in <3, This group H0 exists since the orders of the &-* groups 
contained in G are bounded by the finite order of G.
We assert that H0 « G* otherwise* if we are in
obvious contradiction with lemma 3* This proves the theorem,
To recapitulate, we have not only given three proofs" 
that a finite Abelian group has a basis, but we have also
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presented certain facts concerning a basis# In the first 
proof we presented a method of determining a. basis# In the 
second proof we saw that a - set of generators for an Abelian 
grot^ j with minimum index was a basis# And the third proof 
presented us with, a lemma which showed that given a B-group 
one could construct a second S-group which contained the 
first as a proper subgroup, provided the origional was a 
proper subgroup of an Abelian.- group.
Corollary! (to Theorem 3)..# Any Abelian group of fin* 
it® order may be written as the direct sum of cyclic sub­
group© *
Proof;i let the elements g^ , ..., gm form a basis 
for the Abelian group 6 * then the elements g^? **#* g^
generate the elements of 0 * Consider all of the elements of 
the form a^ g.* (a^ « 1 ,2 **#*,1 }^, where is the period
of gi# These elements form a cyclic subgroup 6  ^of G which
0s generated by g.,-I
Thus by definition of a set of generators any element 
of O can be written as the sum. of m elements one from each 
Suppose
ajSl * W  * bl®l * b392^“ * *»*m>
where * ~ and 1 —  ^  tj.. Then
t*l - bli9l * <*2 “ b2 > %  ♦•••* <am * bm)9m e °*
Sy the independence of the set £ 93.# .%* * * * * we have
ai ~ bi —  0 (inod t^} (i « 1*2 ,* ***m)
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or t^> (i * 1,2, . m)*
But J 6  a, -  t. and X ~ b. ~  t implies3t* 2* «*> iL
a. » b, (X ® X,2, ***,m|t
«1*
Hence the elements of O can be written in a unique way as
the sum of m elements* one from each G..x
171
.flow consider G « 0 G., If g is in G then, since, g© 1*1 % O' •
IM
is* G, g » ai$i *' a2 %  ^ut since C0 is a group,
al%* a2% t***# am %  a2re a3“* in 0o and thus in each of the
%'l$* ®*is implies
*— 0 x i, 2 , * # *, m *
W1
Hence g « 0 and thus H  e, «* 0* therefore we have** j = i x
0 w 0X 0  C2 0  .# . 0 Gm,
where each is cyclic and generated by g^  , proving the co­
rollary#
Since the above corollary is exactly theorem 2 , the 
reader may feel that we have gone in a circle# this is true 
in the sense that we have shown that theorem 2 and 3 are 
equivalent*, the important part of our work in this chapter
has been the ability to prove each of these theorems indepen­
dently of the other*
Chapter II
finitely m n B m i m  abelian groups
Ib the previous chapter it was proved that whenever an 
Abelian group of finite order has a 'basis it can be written 
as the direct sum oaf cyclic subgroups, and conversely* Ess­
entially, whenever one has an independent set of generators 
for an Abelian group ©f finite order both statements can be 
proved* The same thing is true for finitely generated Abel­
ian groups*
Actually, the basis theorem for finitely generated Abe­
lian groups applies to groups of finite order* However, the 
theorems to this chapter also .apply to certain infinite 
groups-* ' t o  this chapter two proofs of the basis theorem -are 
given* These are due to the articles of K+ tado [ll] and 
E. Shenkman £l2j *
For convenience let us use the following
Definitions The symbol g^, * **, g^} denotes the
group generated by g^# g^> **** and g *^
Theorem 4 |ll] -I If 0 is an Abelian group such that G w 
<xl> x2> ” ** *n>’ i*® i, O is finitely generated, then there 
are n elements satisfying G « (g^, «,», g^), such that
the relation
al9l + a2%  *•••♦ " °
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imp ties that 89 ® for awry i.
lemma 4 ? If H. » (&1* &2 » * * * * and If for X— J — m» 
there are integers c ^ O  such that {c*, c0, .«* * cm) » XJ ' S m  m '
then there are elements hj such that H » {h^} h2* ***, h^)
and hj • ♦ c2h2 ♦ ♦ crohm .
I»r oof i let & « c-^  ♦ c2 + •*, * The cone Xus ion for
the lemma holds, if s » 1*
let s >  1 and assume the lemma holds for %p Bp «#»« s-X. 
Me show the lemma hold for s#
By assumption,, at least two of the c^ are positive* say 
>  O* Also H « h2 * h| , *«*, hm ) and
(cx -c2 , c2> .**»* o ) * X* Thus, by the inductive assumpt­
ion, H * |h|, h|t . **» h£), where
4  * <cl"c2Jhl + C2(h2 * hl^ * c3h3 ***•* cnihtn
* clhl "*■ c2h2 * c3h3 ♦**** cmha*
This completes the proof of the lemmas
Mow let t(x) he the period of x, then X— t<x) - O0 * 
Consider all. sets of generators of G« Since the periods' of 
the elements of each set of.generators are positive' integers 
there is a set of generators whose set’ of periods is the 
least of all such sets* ..That is, whenever G « (gj[, g|,**«,*? 
g^)» then t(gp —  t(g|J for ail i.
But these elements g^ have the property required in the
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theorem* Otherwise, there are integers such that
al9l + a2 92 *•*•+ ansn = °
but not all &£&£ **
tet us define by 0^b^<t(g£) and a^g^ » Then
there satists a j such that bj> O and b^ ® O for 1 — i < g.
(if j » 1 , work with the entire set of generators*! IT
<*>!> hg» *-» ba » * d 
and b^ » dc^ then (e^, **#, c^) « 1* Thus, by Lemma 4,
where
g* ~ c .g, ** * »* c g
3 3 3 » n
and
dg* • bj9j *...* bn9n • al9l an %  * O.
This gives
G = (9x» *•*» 9j.l* 9j*****Sn) = (9X> •••» 9j.j» 9j »•••»9^)»
and t(gj)4: d — bj < t(gj)t which contradicts the definition of
the g and, thus, proves the theorem.
3
The proof of the above theorem went in one direction!, 
namely, a finitely generated abelian group has a basis* Th­
eorem 6 goes the other way and show© that a finitely genera-* 
'ted abelian group can be written as the direct sum of cyclic 
subgroups* Mote that the technique used in proving this is 
.similar to that used above. This is not a© interesting a© 
the way Theorem 5* a statement equivalent to .Lemma 4, is ©es­
tablished*
Before starting on the next proof let us make a necess­
ary observation. If one has a square mat rise & with integral
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elements whose determinant is 1 then the inverse of A, A~i > 
also has integral elements.
.an Abelian group and aJf a2, **.*# &n are integers with great* 
est common divisor 1, then a**^ n may he
chosen as one o.f a set of n generators of the group *
Proofi Consider the following*
Lemma .5f if a^t a^ 9 **** an, n > 1* are integers such 
that (a, f a^t * * *, a^l » X9 then there is an a x n matrix 
with integral elements whose determinant is 1 in which the 
appear as elements of the first-row*
Proof I For n « 2 , if (a-^ , as) 85 1 then there exist in­
tegers and t2 sueh that a1r1 * *3*3 ^ fhe required 
matrix is
Assume for n*l that the proposition is true*
Suppose * for i « 1» 2 # ..., n-lf a^ « b$d> where d « 
(&X* ..., an_1). Mien (bx, b2, .... b„.x> * 1 and, by the 
inductive assumption, the h* are elements of the first row
of the following (n~l1st order square matrix whose determin­
ant is 1 *
Theorem, 5 [12] t If g^9 g2, *.*, gn are generators of
S  ss«
3$
Since C&j** d) a i, because &£* . ♦** an) a i$ there
are integers s and t such that sa^ ♦ td « 1* tat e be the 
proper choice of +1. Then from B the following matrix is
Now
bld D'2d * * * **»«. 1^ *n
♦ # * * * ♦ 0
* ♦ • *
9 * * * *
* Mr * *
« # * » * # 0
es&£ esbg * * * esbn-l t
* * # bld *#■ # bn«ld
* * *# <S ♦
♦ MS *
♦ t ♦ «
* * f ■». *
* * esb„tl**1 * ** • *
S1 4* * * b„ bi * * • 1#** * # * # ■ # * 9 # #
* # * *
* * ♦ td * *
* * *■ *
# • * * # # * % # #
sa^*l + td*1 aa s an * !J
*0+> 1 .
ffenca A is the desired, matrix and the lemma is proved*
Now let A be the matrix of the lemma. By the previous 
observation A has integral elements. .Let X be the column
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vector whose elements are g1$ g2> — , gn, the generators of 
the Abelian group <3* then the elements of G corresponding 
to the rows oaf the column vector AH form a set of generators 
for 0 . This follows from the- fact that
X = A*1* (AX)
which expresses the generators g1# * ♦ *, gn as integral
combinations of the new generators* Thus the theorem is pse* 
f roved.
Theorem,, 6 [10] I If 0  is an. Abelian group generated by 
a finite number of elements,, then 0 is the direct sum of 
cyclic subgroups*
Proof t Suppose every set of generators of 0 contains n 
or more elements * Then choose a set of n generators so that 
one of them, say g , ha© minimal period t« By minimal periodH
we mean that no other set of n generators has an element of 
smaller period. The other n-1 generators of G generate a 
proper subgroup H of 0 *
By an inductive argument on n, H is a direct sum of n-1
cyclic subgroups. The theorem will be proved when it is
shown that the. intersection of H with the cyclic subgroup C 
generated by gn is 0* the identity of G.
Suppose not. Then for some integer an < t and for inte­
gers a^, , ..., we have
* ai^i ***** %-i%^i
or
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a an.i9n.x - an9n * °*
Let (a^, ...» %<*!♦ an) 55 then by Theorem S the element 
g » (aj/d^ ♦..*♦ - <*„/<* )<3n
is a member of a new set of generators of G. Sat the period 
of g divides d and 4 £ t. This is contrary to the choice 
of gn .
Thus H O C  * O and the theorem is proved*
In proving H O C  » O we essentially proved that the gen­
erators g^9 &2* •**» %  G are independent, This is the 
path taken in. proving Theorem 4- However» as we mentioned 
before, this is not as Interesting as the development of the 
lemmas and theorem used in these proofs-* Soth of these show 
the usefulness of elementary number theory and matrix theory 
to group theory*
This chapter serves to -draw together finite gratis and 
certain infinite groups* Thus the possession of a basis by 
a finitely generated Abelian group is'independent of the 
order of the group* determining whether or not an infinite 
group has a finite set of generators is another matter*
The question still remains as to when an infinite Abe­
lian group, not finitely generated, has a basis* We -turn 
our attention to this question in the next chapter*
C h a p te r 111
W F m t m  A m m m  m m m s
In the previous- chapters the work with & bests has been 
rather' -straight forward'* Such is- act the case here* One 
must even be careful how a basis is defined* For example* 
an infinite set of vectors *i# x2* **. is said to span a 
vector space V if every vector in V can be expressed either 
as a linear combination of a finite number of the vectors 
Xj, x2* *** or as the limit of such linear combinations*
The catch is the word limit* In group theory one attempts 
to avoid convergence or limits as much as possible# This 
leads to a new definition of a basis for an. abelian group*
Definition* A subset I of an Abelian groi^ p G is said 
to be independent if -and only if every finite set F of 1 is 
independent*
The reader is reminded that a finite set F -f*it % >
* fnJ is independent if the relation
alfl * V *  +*-*+ V n  * 0
implies % %  ® ® (i » 1 , 2 , * * *,n}.
The opposite of in-dependence Is expressed by the follow­
ing*
Definition i A subset 0 of an Abelian group G is depen-
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dent if and only if there is a finite subset of © which is 
not Independent*
Definition 3 i subset S of an -Abelian, group G is. a set 
of generators for © if and only if every non-rero element In 
G can he written as a finite linear combination of elements 
In S.*
The definition for a basis to be given next defines 
what is called a Hamel basis* This basis is perhaps limited 
but certainly convenient to use*
Definitioni An. independent set of generators B of an 
Abelian group G is a basis for G if and only if the elements 
of G can. be represented in terms of the elements of one and 
only one finite subset F of 8 , i*e*# F is unique*
Obviously the coefficients of the elements of F are un­
ique. For if
al£l * a2f2 ***** St£n * blfl * b2f2 ***** hngn
then tai^bl^£l * (a2-b^)f2 C**!"** |f » 0
and the independence of F implies
* ° ar ai ** bi (1 85 1 » ..*,»)
Before actually wording with a basis it is convenient to 
prove a theorem which is not unique to group theory* Its use- 
efulness is readily seen* The following definitions are ne­
cessary for this*
Definitions A partially ordered sseft is a set which has
a binary relation a —  b defined such that
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(!) a f: a,
(2 ) if a£ b and b^a, then a — bf
(3) if a^b and b^e* than a^c*
Definitions A linearly ordered is a partially or­
dered set with the property that for any two elements a and 
b of the set either a * b or b 6 a*
Definition t An- upper bound of a subset 5 of a partial**
ly ordered set P is an element u in P such that s^u for
every s in S*
Definition s An element m of a subset $ of a partially 
orderedsset P is maximal if no s / bi in S has the property 
n& £ a*
We accept the following, without proof#
Zorn*3 Lemma i Let P be a partially ordered set which 
has the property that every linearly ordered subset has an 
upper bound* Then P possesses a maximal element*
The proof of the following theorem is due to Jacobson 
[8] ,
Theorem ? i If G is an Abelian group which contains an 
independent subset then 0 contains a maximal independent 
subset*
Proof i Let P be the collection of independent subsets 
of G« Then P is a partially ordered set relative to set in* 
elusion* Let L be a linearly ordered subcollection of P and
let 0 be the union of the set© belonging to L,
Suppose 0 is not independent* Then U contains a depen*
dent set u^, u2, ***$ un* Now is in which is in !*»
Also for any i and j either A^^-Aj or Aj€tAj> Hence one of 
the A*©, say Ar, contain© the others* Thus every is in 
Ar and An contains a finite dependent set* This contradict© 
the assumption that belongs to I*. Hence 0 is in P#la
Since 0 is the union of the sets in I#, 0 contain© all 
the set© in b and hence is an upper bound for the set© of L* 
By Zorn’s terna* P contains a maximal element SI* That is* M 
is a maximal independent subset of G. 'This couplete© the 
proof*
To be explicit* a maximal independent set is a set which 
is not a proper subset of another independent set*
Now let g and h, whose periods are infinite* be element© 
of an Abelian group* If there are integer© r and © such that 
rh » sg, then h is said to be of greater period than g prow- 
vidad |r| > Js| » Me write t |h)>t |g|* If the periods of g 
and h are finite then h is of period greater than g provided 
t (h) >  t tgh
Definition t A set S of generators of an Abelian group 
G is minimal if and only if* for elements g^, g2, * * * * gn of
S, whenever the subgroup generated by gis g2» * * * * gn can be 
generated by a set h^, h2, • .* * hm of elements of another set 
of generators,
min t (g-sj^mia t (h-i).
The next theorem characterises a hasis*
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Theorem 8 1 AQsubset B of an Abelian group G is a basis 
fox G if and only if
< o  B is a maximal independent set,
(2) B is a minimal set of generators for G.
Proof $ .bet B be a basis for G*
(1} If B is not a maximal independent set., there is an
element g of G such that the set BU {s} is independent* 
thus* for every finite subset P of B, the set Ft) £gi is in­
dependent * This implies that- g cannot be generated by 8 , a 
contradiction* Hence B is maximal.
(2} Let g^, gg* * * •, %  be a subset of B* Suppose
there is a set of elements h2, . »*, h^ which also gener­
ate the subgroup generated by the g*s and are such that
min t ) < min t 
t±i*m 3 t ±j±n 3
Now there is an element h3, say, among the h*s such that m «
t <h3)< min t ( ) .  Further is in the subgroup generat­
ed by the g’s, then
h3 * H n  * a2g2 -* + angn
for some integers a^, * * *, not all aero* Multiply­
ing every term in this expression by t (h^) - m gives
O * mhj- » raa^ g-^  * mag-gg 4*.. + ma^g^, 
where not every ma^g^ is zero* This contradicts the inde­
pendence of B. Hence B is a minimal set of generators for G.
For the converse let (1) and (2) hold and let g be a 
non-zero element of G. By (2) there is a finite subset F of
G such that g is generated by Ff say
g * ajfi ♦ a2f2 a„fn .
Suppose there is another set H such that
g = bxhj ♦ b2h2 +...+ b ^ ,  
where F and H are different sets. Then
alfl * a2f2 ♦•*** ®nf» * blhl ♦ b2b2 hfflhm
and
alfl ♦ a2f2 -blhl -b2h2 bmhm *
Since g / 0f not all of the integers a^t ag» » ♦ * *■ a^ and not
all of the integers b-^ f b^, *.*, bm are sere. Thus not -ail 
of the integers a^# *».* a , ♦ **> are sero. This
implies that the set f U h £© a dependent set contradicting 
(1 ). Therefore the uniqueness of F glues the fact that B is 
a basis for G and coupletes the proof*
Theorem 8 gives more knowledge as to when an infinite 
Abelian group has a basis* The question raised at the end of 
the last chapter may become* When does an infinite Abelian 
group' have a maximal independent set which is also a minimal 
set of generators* or vice-versa? This can be answered when 
certain conditions are placed on the group* This, unfortun­
ately constitutes a loss in generality*
Definition* A torsion group is a group in which every 
element has finite period.
Definitiont A p-group is a torsion group in which the. 
periods of the elements are powers of one and only one prime
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We are able, now, to prove a first criterion for a 
basis*
Theorem 9i Xf an Abelian group G is a p*group then G 
has a basis.
Prooft Let pk be the highest period, of any element of
G. Then p^g « 0 for all g in G. Consider the following*
Lemma 6 fsj t There exists an ascending chain of sets
O f  i£ k, of elements of G with the properties*
(i> The period of" every -element of B is greater
than p
{ii) The elements in Bji are independent*
(iii) If the period of the element g in G is great*
er than' then there is a linear combination z of a fi­
nite number of elements of such that the period of g~z 
is at most p
Proof * Let Bc be the empty set and assume that the
sets 80, Bj, ..., Bg have been constructed in such a way as
to satisfy the requirements (i ) to (iii). Adjoin to B any 
greatest subset C of G with the following properties*
(a) All the elements of C are of period pk~s.
(b) The union B ^  of and C is an independent
set«
Clearly the set Bs^  satisfies (i) and (ii). To prove 
(iii) let h be any element in G whose period is at least 
pk”s. There are two cases#
Case II The period of h is exactly pk~s#
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h belongs to let y « h, Then the element
h-y « O so that the period of h~y is l<pk*s*
From conditions -(a) and (b)5 if h is not in &s+x then 
the elements of 8 g^3U {hi are dependent; otherwise C would 
not he the greatest independent subset of 0  of elements 
whose periods are pf^ s% Thus there is an integer m and a 
linear combination y « a ^ l  ♦ *2?%+'***+ anyn elements of 
such that G ^  mh = y* Assume without loss of general* 
ity that m is a power of p< . Then
h « O « *****
(pk*s/m)yn.
Row by (ii), pk-s divides aj(pk"s/ra) so that a^/m is an in- 
teger for every j» Thus the period of h * (a^/mJy^ ***** 
|^/m)yn is m < p k**0.
III 'the period of h is greater than pk~s.
By the inductive assumption there exists a linear com­
bination a of a finite number of elements of B^ -fx such that 
the period of h-a is at most pk*s* 4s in Case 1 there is a 
linear combination y of elements of &$+£» for which h-r-y 
has period pk"s. This proves (iii) and the lemma#
let the chain &«>, Bx, **#» B& be constructed* Consider 
the set Bk* By the lemma# the elements of B& have period 
greater than 1 , are independent and generate the elements of 
G* By the proof of Theorem 8 , the representation of an ele­
ment of G in terms of elements of B is unique, 'Thus k is a 
basis for G, proving the theorem*
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The following concept is similar to the dimension oaf a 
vector apace*
Definitions ' The rank, r(G), of an Abelian group G is 
the cardinal: number of a maximal Independent set in <1 which 
consists only of elements of infinite- and/or prime power pe­
riod.
It can be shown that r(G) is invariant. A proof of this 
is given in Fuchs [7] f p 31. It is well to observe that the 
concept of rank may not be defined for every Abelian group, 
but only those groups which have a maximal independent set 
consisting of elements of infinite and/or prime power period.
Definition t A\;torsion free group is a group whose ele­
ments are. all of infinite period*
The next theorem considers a direct sum of cyclic sub** 
groups* It does not necessarily guarantee a Hamel basis but 
is within the overall investigation of this chapter*
The following notation is used for convenience* If an 
element g generates a cyclic group this group is denoted by 
{g}- The symbol denotes the direct sum of an infi­
nite , but countable number of cyclic groups*
Theorem lot If every -subgroup of rank n of a countable
torsion free Abelian group G can be written as the direct
sum of n cyclic groups of infinite order, then 0  can be 
written as the direct sum of a countable-number of cyclic
subgroups of infinite order«
the proof duo to Ssele via Fuchs [ 7 7
Proof t bet 6 be a countable torsion free Abelian group* 
tat the elements of O be % ?  % i  ■***# gn, *** * befiae ^  
to be the subgroup of 0 generated by g^ ,. g2? ea* then
is finitely generated and has rank £ ti* Since
*** there is a subsequence %  of the %  such
that
ILCa lC,** Cff. C  ,*.** r 4? n
where flw^j » m*
Clearly the union of the Hn is C* By hypothesis there 
are elements h^9 * * * $ hn of «a ettch that «n {hjl «,»,«
C ha"i where { % }  is cyclic of infinite order. Mow the 
factor group is torsion free since the periods of
the elements of and H^ |+£ are infinite* Further it has 
rank 1 and thus is an infinite cyclic group * then there is 
an element **» *Wi ^ach that the eoset gene-*
rates $y this .for any element h in there is a
unique positive integer e such that h is in chR4.^ ♦ 
thus h can be written in a unique manner as the sum of an el* 
ement in and an element in Hn * Since h is an ar­
bitrary element of *%#! the last statement holds for. any ela* 
meat in * Hence * m ® « £h|J © [h2} #* * ##
{ hu*J ^ {hn+ll -* ^his implies that the are independent of
n* thus 0  « 2* Jr as desired*nh»«i 1
Theorem lit bet B be a minimal set' of ■ generators of a
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group G> where the elements of B are of prime power and/or 
infinite period* then B is a basis for G*
Proof i lei S be as hypothesised* then* by Theorem 4, 
every finite subset gt> $**«*•» gu of B is Independent,**#* 45" • •#[*
This Implies that B is m  independent set* Further * 8 is a 
maximal independent set since if there is mm element g in G 
such that B U is -an independent set* then & does not
generate g*
By the hypothesis 8 is a minimal set of generators so 
that by Theorem 8, 8 is a basis for G and the theorem is
hat g be an element of -an Abelian group* t*et ag be an 
element of G. If the coefficient a of g is not an element 
of 0  It is called an operator* The ■collection of these op­
erators is called the domain of operators for the group G*
In general the domain of operators Is considered to be the 
integral domain of integers* It is possible to consider 
that the domain of operators is an arbitrary ring*
If we go even further and consider groups which are 
closed under operations by elements of a skowfield for in 
some cases the rational numbers) then we have a special sys­
tem* called a vector space*
Beflmi-tlfflif tat G be -an additive Abelian group and R a 
skew-field such that the following are tamet 
fl) For a in. R, x in G*. ax is in. G
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(.2 ) a(x ♦ y) ~ ax 4 ay
(3) (a * fo) x « ax ♦ fox:
{4) (ah J m « affoxj
(5J Ix m x# where 1 is the imlt ip lieative identi­
ty of R. Then the result lag system is called the sector 
space G over the skewfield 1 *
throughout this paper we have mentioned vector spaces, 
and bases for vector spaces* Since there is a close relat­
ionship to our topic it is fitting to present a proof of the 
existence of a basis- for an arbitrary vector space# ffoe ba­
sis used here is also the Hamel basis#
theorem 13 I. A vector space G over a sfeew-field R
has a basis#
Proof t bet & be a set of generators for G* (the exis­
tence of such a set of generators is obvious as the Abelian 
group G can be taken for 3*) let p be the collection of 
linearly independent subsets of S. Then P is a partially or* 
derod seSscwitfo. respect to the relation of set -inclusion#
Let L be a linearly ordered eubcollection of P# and let 0 be 
the union of the sets belonging to fo* By the proof of the­
orem 79 b is an ind^iendent set*
Since every set A in L is a subset of 0 , 0 is an upper 
bound of L* By 2orn* s Lemma the collection P contains a 
maximal element or* in other words* the set of generators 3 
contains a maximal independent subset B*
How let y foe any element of S which is not contained in
so
B. then the set B U £ y3 ia a dependent set and. hence there 
is a finite subset x^, Xg, »*•* xn of B such that
ay * fojX ♦ ^2^2 **0 ** ^ nxn * ® 
and a and not all b|_* fog* *«*» bn are aero* thus a / 0  and
a belonging to R implies a has an inverse 1/a* Multiplying
the above expression by 1/a gives
y * <bl/a>xl + <b2/a)x2 * • ♦ « § V a K  e ° or
y • ♦ { * V « N »  ♦»**♦
Thus y can be written as a linear combination of elements of 
8 * In this manner every s in S can be written as a linear 
combination of elements of 8*. Hence B is a set of generat­
ors for S and thereby is a set of generators for <£* $ince 8 
is an independent set* B Is a basis for the vector space 0  
over W*
the concept of a vector space and Theorem 13 serve to 
tie everything in this chapter* and in the paper* together* 
In a vector space one can possibly find a p*group* a torsion
free group* and groups consisting of elements of infinite or
>
prime power periods.
We have left some stones unturned* particularly in this 
last chapter# We have not presented all the cases of Abe­
lian groups which have a basis* We also have not presented 
an Abelian group which doe® not have a basis# We conclude 
with an example of this case#
Let the real number® be considered a® an Abelian group
under addition# Suppose there is a Hamel basis B fat the 
real numbers* Let g be any element of B. then g/2 is a 
real number and hence there is a finite subset {g^* g2»
9ni of B and non-sere integers a2> *. ♦, %  such that
g/2 = al9l * a2g2 % 9 h
or
g * (SajJgj ♦ (2% )g2 lz*n )®n
But g can also-be represented by
9 ** l*f
which contradicts the assumption that there is a unique re­
presentation in terms of a finite number of elements of B*
Hence the real numbers do not possess a Hamel basis*
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